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PINELLAS COUNTY JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

s

The purpose of the Juvenile Welfare Board is to
organize develop and support services to children

in Pinellas County in order to prevent delinquency
and mental illness

During 1959 1960 children were

helped in the following ways

1

Foster and Shelter Care

294 children

2

Child Guidance Clinic

559 children

3

Marriage

635 children

4

License Board for Day Nurseries
and Foster Boarding Homes

5

Family Counseling

Homemaker Service

3573 children
129 children

IN MEMORIAM

Herbert D Williams Ph
D
1893

1960

Who gave so unselfishly of his time and enormous
talents as Director of the Juvenile Welfare Board

from 1948 to 1958 so that those of us who are
privileged to carry on may do so with confidence
and a high sense of duty to our children that he
inspired in all of us
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t
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Child Welfare in Pinellas County

The Thirteenth Annual Report of the Juvenile Welfare Board summarizes our

services to children during 195960
The 1960 Federal Census affords an opportunity for evaluating services to
children in relation to the tremendous population growth and change of the past
decade

The total population of Pinellas County increased from 159
249 in 1950

to 374
665 in 1960 or an increase of 135
3 per cent
fastest growing large county in the United States

Pinellas was the third

But even more significant is

the population age group in which the largest growth took place

The 14I 17

n

age group represented by grades 4

10 in the Pinellas Schools increased 197
4

per cent in this decade or about half again as fast as our general population
Almost all the population increase has resulted from families moving into
our County

The Federal Housing Administration estimates the natural increase

the excess of births over deaths during this decade to be only 3
154 as com
pared with an actual increase of 215
416

All but 1
5 per cent of our increased

population came as a result of people moving into Pinellas County

Rapid growth uprooted families dislocated communities all take their toll

of childrenIs wellbeing and the expected result of these factors is an increase
of juvenile delinquency greater than that of the population

But in Pinellas

T

County in 1959 the total number of delinquency cases in the Juvenile Court
DECREASED from 1958

U population 10
S
17 age group
17 age group
Pinellas County population 10

U Juvenile Court delinquency cases
S
Pinellas County Juvenile Court delinquency cases
Moreover in 1959 the number of serious
Court decreased by

official

increase
increase
increase
decrease

5
11
6
2
8
6

cases in the Juvenile

uer gent from 19
8 and was only 2 per cent of the 1956

figLare

i

Here is dramatic evidence of the effectiveness of our agencies of PRhvMr

TION our schools churches recreation a
zd leisure time organizations our pub
lie and private social and health agencies our police services to juveniles and
our Juvenile Court work with repeaters

But even more important is the coopera

tion between these agencies the teamwork that makes the sun of the parts exceed
the whole

The Juvenile Welfare Board is proud of the part it has played in

developing expandin

and strengthening the channels of communication and co

operation among these agencies and organizations

In all our planning for the prevention of juvenile delinquency the keystone
is foster care

substitute homes and substitute parents for children who need the

security of parental love and affection

If this security is destroyed the un

loved and unwanted child of today becomes the delinquent of tomorrow
We have the means to provide foster care

dedicated and devoted foster par

ents professionally trained staff in the Child Welfare Unit of the State Depart
ment of Public Welfare police and Sheriffts departments who use shelter homes

wisely and a Juvenile Court willing to place children in foster care

But our

tax funds of onethird mill have not kept pace with our rapidly growing child
population

To continue this effective prevention of juvenile delinquency an

increase in the tax revenues of the Juvenile Welfare Board is urgently needed
We recommend the restoration of the onehalf mill tax as originally enacted in
5 and approved by a Countywide referendum in 1946
19

ii

DURING THE FAST YEAR YOUR JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

11

Provided 53
903 days of foster care for a total of 294

00
144
113

children at a net average cost of only 1
99 per child
per day
2

Furnished salaries of two clinical psychologists three
psychiatric social workers and a secretary to the
Child Guidance Clinic

3

00
524
37

1

Operated a marriage and family counseling service for

612
9
18
00

540 individuals in 388 families with 635 children for
a total of 2
742 consultations and 28 group counsel

ing sessions for 56 different persons
4

5

Paid salaries of Executive Secretary Assistant Execu
tive Secretary Clerk and office expense to the
Pinellas County License Board

Prevented breakup of 37 families with 129 children

00
405
17

464
6
00

1409 days of
care at net cost of 2
86 per child per day

through the use of Homemaker Service

6

Acted as a clearing house for information and as
a coordinating body for the better functioning of

605
5
00

all child welfare services
7

Provided emergency allowances for children

152
2
00

8

Provided consultation service to the public schools
and pre marital counseling to students

088
1
00

9

General operation and administration
TOTAL

13 263
00
257
0
215
00

SOURCE OF FUNDS

General Operating Account

00
899
214

Trustee Account

00
X8
00
257
215

iii
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD ACTIVITIES
Foster Care

1

Foster care is providing dependent and neglected children with substitute

parents and substitute homes when their own parents and their own homes are un
able to care for them

Foster care is therefore the basic service for chil

dren who are dependent and neglected

termined by the Juvenile Court

Dependency and neglect are usually de

The Court then assigns care control and super

vision to a child placing agency which in Pinellas County is the Child Welfare
Unit of the State Department of Public Welfare

Since dependency and neglect are the main contributors to delinquency and
mental illness foster care is the

rima

preventive service for our children

It is not only the best substitute for a child
s own home and own parents but
it is also the least expensive way for our County to care for children outside
their own homes

was 1
99

In the year 195960 our cost of foster care per child per day

If these children had been placed in institutions the cost per child

per day would have been 3
66 the average per capita cost in 43 child care in
stitutions of the South

The Act creating the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County provides for

the care of dependent juveniles and for the allocation and provision of funds
to other agencies in the County which are operated for the benefit of these
children

To achieve this requirement the Board has entered annually into inter

agency agreements with the Child Welfare Unit of District 42 State Department of
Public Welfare

The purpose of this agreement is to provide for the efficient

and economical administration of child welfare services to children

Under the

terms of these agreements the Board pays for only the cost of board and care for
dependent children

The Child Welfare Unit pays for all other expenses

salaries

administration and other child welfare services

During the year 195960 the Board allocated to the Child

Alfare Unit the

sum of 113
00 or 55
144
4 per cent of the total operation of the child welfare
services

State and federal funds for direct services and for administration

were 76
00 or 37
393
3 per cent of the total expenses

Collections by the Juve

nile Court from the parents of dependent children were 00
119 or 4
9
6 per cent
of the total operations

Contributions from parents relatives other organiza

tions including Social Security payments were
00 or 2
601
h5
7 per cent of the
total operations

The division of the child welfare dollar in Pinellas County is

shown in the accompanying chart
Child Welfare Dollar

Pinellas County
1959

60

Juvenile Welfare Board
for foster care

4
55

State and Federal
for administration

butj
1jLr
S fr
o
ZZ

and direct services

00

CO

ns

3
37

6
4

E

om

During the year the number of days of care given to dependent children in

foster care increased from 12
898 to 53
903 or 25
6 per cent

This increase is

in excess of the increase in the total school population which was 7
1 per cent

The increase in
the use of foster care represents not only the tremendous growth

in the County particularly in the number of children in our population but also
the increased use of foster home placement by other agencies and individuals re

sulting from a greater public awareness of this basic service

Other factors in

the increase in the number of days of care are the economic and emotional diffi
eulties of large families and the movement of families and children from other
communities to our own

The total amount of money allocated by the Board to the

Child Welfare Unit increased from 83
00 to 113
803
00 or 35
144
1 per cent

this same period collections by the Juvenile Court to be credited against
During
local funds decreased from 14
00 to 00
775
319 or 38
9
3 per cent

This de

crease in collections by the Court is a reflection of the economic situation in
the County during the past year

A comparison of the 195859 and 195960 fiscal

years will be found in the Appendix

The increase in the need for foster care during the year has severely strain
ed the resources of the Child Welfare Unit and our Board

During the year the

Board appropriated to the Child Welfare Unit the sum of 99
00
538
7

In addition

to this appropriation the Child Welfare Unit almost completely exhausted their

working balance or carryover fund using 13
00 of this fund in order to
606
meet current expenses

Any increase in funds for children in foster care must

come from the Juvenile Welfare Board because there is no extra amount available
from the State and because collections and contributions are apt to decrease
rather than increase in times of economic recession

Even in normal times however the amounts of money available from State
appropriations to care for certain categories of children in Pinellas County are
insufficient The report
of the Child Welfare Unit for example indicates that
3

State funds in Pinellas County are sufficient to care for only ten child en ender
six

The State has declared its responsibility for children of this age group

The needs in Pinellas County however are for apprLately forty children under
six in foster care

Thus it will be seen that these thirty extra children on

County funds are costing approximately 60
00 a day 00
800 a month or
1
00 a year
600
21
The retort of the Child Welfare Unit notes with satisfaction the adoption
of seven children in foster care

These children have been adopted through the

cooperation of private adopting agencies

If the Child Welfare Unit were per

witted by law to have a public adoption service the number of children in foster
care who would be adopted could be increased

Many times when neglected and dependent children are discovered by the

Police or Sheriff
s Department or the Juvenile Court Staff they are placed tem
These homes accor
Modate children for a

porarily in socalled shelter homes

short period of time which should not average more than six weeks while a
study of the child and the prospective foster home is being made

The parsons

who operate these shelter homes do so under great disadvantage and personal
sacrifice because they must be available at all hours of the day and night

For

these reasons the Child Welfare Unit pays a subsidy of 10
00 per month per bed
in addition to the regular board rate

Also listed under foster care are the funds made available to pay for the

expenses of emotionally disturbed children in a residential treatment center

Two children formerly in foster care are now receiving rehabilitative services
at a residential treatment center

was 00
576
7

The costs for these two children for the year

The Board also spent an additional 00
763 listed under lemEr
1

gency allowances for another child not previously in foster care

This sum was

for part of the year to pay maehalf of the expenses of this child whoFe parents
were able to pay the other half of his expenses

4

The total amount expended by

the Board for 981 days of care for emotionally disturbed children in a residen

tial treatment center was 00
339
9
During most of the year the Child Welfare Unit was handicapped by having
less than half the staff needed to carry out the services to children

Toward

the end of the year the Unit was able to fill its personnel requirements

The

unrealistic salary freeze on
State employees needs to be lifted and realistic
salaries paid for persons working in our Child Welfare Unit

We cannot invest

our money more wisely than in professional services to children in need
The effect of other State laws and rulings also need further consideration

It is not possible at this point to assess fully the effect of the suitable
home law on the breakup of families and on the needs of children who are neg
lected and dependent

It has never been possible to assess accurately the effect

of the 81
00 limitation on the total amount available to families receiving Aid
to Dependent Children

Services to children are a huge complex of interrelated

Acts and the effect on one part of this structure is felt throughout all of it
A realistic appraisal of total child welfare services in the State of Florida is
long overdue
2

The Ch
ild Guidance Clinic of Pinell2
s
unty
Co

The Clinic is an outpatient diagnostic and treatment center for children
with personality or behavior disorders or other forms of emotional disturbance

It accepts for the diagnosis and treatment of mental illness all children up to
the age of twentyone

We are required by law to provide and maintain such child guidance psy
chological or psychiatric clinics for juveniles as the Board determines are need
ed for the welfare of the CountyP

When the Board was established in 1948 it

was wisely decided that the most effective way we could carry out this legal ob

ligation was to support the Child Guidance Clinic which had already been in
existence since 191
4

With financial assistance from the Board and with

5

increased funds from other sources the Clinic has been able to expand its staff
and facilities so that it is now recognized as one of the best in the South

During the year the Board allocated 37
00 to the Child Guidance Clinic
524
to pay the salaries of two clinical psychologists three psychiatric social
workers and a secretary

or 18
per cent
3

This sum was an increase from 31
00 in 195859
730

The allocation by the Board represented 46
8 per cent of the

approximately 80
00 total cost of the operation of the Clinic
000

In addition

to our support the Clinic also received 25
5 per cent of its funds from the
State Board of Health 9
1 per cent from the United Fund of St Petersburg 8
9

per cent from the United Funds of Clearwater and Dunedin 7
8 per cent from Clinic
fees and 1
9 per cent from special contributions

The report of the Clinic will

be found in the section which deals with agencies receiving financial grants from
the Board

During the fiscal year 195960 the Clinic saw a total of 559 children and
their parents

This represented an increase from 495 children seen during the

previous year for diagnosis or treatment

Approximately two thirds of the chil

dren seen in the Clinic were between the ages of 5 and 13

The children in this

age group indicate the increasing importance of seeing children early enough so
that the treatment of their difficulties can be begun before they are too serious

THIS PREVENTIVE WORK IS INVALUABLE

Approximately 29 per cent of the children

seen in the Clinic were referred by the schools or by the Court

The Clinic report emphasizes the need for a residential treatment center for
psychotic and disturbed children who require 24houraday care in order that
their emotional disorders may be treated

a day hospital for this purpose

It also discusses the possibility of

The report states that 8 per cent of all chil

dren seen or about 45 children are in need of this kind of facility

Unfortu

nately in Florida there are no public facilities for our emotionally disturbed
children

It is to be hoped that the present legislature will implement the
T

authorization for this kind of care by appropriating funds for a residential
treatment center

sponsibility

Provision for meeti this vital need is clearly a State re

Our providing for the care of three children in a residential

treatment center is a necessary but only a temporary expenditure of County
funds

The Board is proud of the fact that its support of the Clinic has been a
major factor in insuring financial stability and in securing and retaining quali
fied professional staff
financial resources

Needs for Clinic services continue to out strip current

Troubled parents seeking to use the Clinic for help with

children must wait from two to four months before intensive work can be begun
To meet this need the Clinic needs a fulltime clinical psychologist for the
Clearwater office another psychiatric social worker and the part time services
of an additional psychiatrist

The total cost of these additional needs would

be 21
00
000
3

Marriage and Family Counseling

This preventive work is a professional service to help people who have
problems in their relationships with their husbands wives or children

It is

not advice giving or telling people what to do but it is an attempt to help
people gain understanding of themselves their behavior their attitudes and
their feelings

It has been the experience of the Board over the past 11 years

that marriage counseling can do wonderful
derful preventive work if people seek help

before their problems become too serious and if they work on resolving their
difficulties as long and as hard as is necessary

The Board established a marriage and family counseling program in 1949 as a
preventive service in behalf of children whose problems very often reflect the
difficulties between their parents

We have observed that the younger the child

is the more seriously he will be affected by divorce

But our children are even

more affected by constantly battling parents and by incohesive families where

7

bitterness and hate prevail

Until marriage counseling services are widely used

families will continue to disintegrate and break up children will need to be
placed in foster care

Yarital breakdown is the greate single reason for the

acement of children in fosluer h
omes
We do not believe that parents are solely responsible for everything that
happens to their
children

To blame parents is to ignore that other people and

environmental factors enter into the production of a child
s unacceptable or dis
turbed behavior

But the example of parents is a main factor influencing our

children and affording them a model for their later family relationships
In addition to its effect on our children marital conflict has a way of
spreading into our communities

People with unhappy home lives take their

troubles with these to their work and to their activities outside the home

Al

though marriage counseling is concerned with more effective family living rather
than with increased production on the job it is true that one of the most expen
sive results of marital conflict is the impaired morale and lowered efficiency of

workers who bring with them their misery and anxiety

These feelings have obvious

meanings in terms of absenteeisn alcoholism accidents lowered output labor

turnover occupational illness compensation problems material spoilage abuse
of tools and machinery unreasonable grievances and the lack of harmonious re
lations with others on the job

During the year 332 new families were seen by the counseling staff In these
families a total of 484 persons were seen individually
tained a total of 635 children
individuals

These 332 families con

There were 2
025 direct contacts with these 484

There were an additional 717 contacts by the counseling staff in re

lation to plans for helping them to work out their diffivil
ties

In addition to

these individual contacts there were 28 meetings of group counseling sessions at
the Florence Crittenton Home for girl residents there who vo
untar l
y elected
group marriage counseling

A total of 56 different girls attended these 28

Ri

sessions

In group and individual counseling 540 persons used our service

The counseling staff consisted of the Director whose part time services were
available after the fulfillment of his administrative responsibilities Mrs

Nenabelle G Dame a trained and experienced social worker Mr Brady 0 Smith

also a social worker who joined the staff on February 15 1960

Mr Smith has

had special experience in the area of group counseling and has been conducting
the aforementioned group counseling sessions at the Florence Crittenton Home
Other activities in this same area are planned

At the end of the year an analysis was made of 302 married persons who used

the marriage counseling service during the year and whose cases were closed during
that time

There were 113 men and 189 women in this group

Most of these people

were couples who had been married about ten years and who have more than two
children

The average age for men was 35
7 years and for women 32
7 years

More

than onefifth of these persons had failed in previous marriages with 4
3 per
cent having failed in more than one previous marriage

Only 12
6 Per cent of the

marriages ended in divorce

When our work with these persons terminated almost half 49
3 per cent
were considered improved 13
9 per cent were unimproved 21
8 per cent did not re
turn for another appointment 1
6 per cent left town and 13 per cent were re
ferred elsewhere

Of the couples in this group the persons considered improved

had more appointments than did those who were not considered to be improved

Al

most onethird of the people who used the marriage counseling service said that

they located it by the use of the telephone book and its advertising directory

Other important sources of referrals were courts and lawyers social and health
agencies ministers other persons who had used the service doctors friends
relatives and spouses

In addition to the persons who came in for marriage

counseling there were other people who used the premarital counseling service
or who came
in for help with general family problems
VJ

Almost all the persons

seen for premarital counseling were at Northeast High School

The Board con

tinues to hope that more and more persons VrI1 use the pre marital counseling ser
vice when they are plnn g marriage

The Marriage Counsclir
g Seminar for the Ministerial Association of Greater

St Petersburg was begun in September 1959 and continued on a weekly basis for
ten sessions

At the end of this period the group met on a monthly basis for

the remainder of the year

We believe that this Seminar as well as the previous

one for the Upper Pinellas County Ministerial Association has developed many use
ful lines of communication between the Board and the ministers

There has been

an increased number of referrals from ministers in all parts of the County

Members of the staff have continued to participate in a number of formal and

informal meetings concerned with family living and parent education

A total of

74 different talks with groups concerned with parent education and parent child
relationships were given during the year

In addition to these facetoface

talks members of the staff participated in two television programs concerned

with marriage and family problems and with mental health

Our staff members are

often called on to speak to classes in the high schools and junior colleges
Marriage counseling and parent education are directed toward the prevention
These problems in our

of dependency neglect delinquency and mental illness

County are intensified by the fact that many persons have moved to our community
from other parts of the country

Here they find different conditions which can

affect their marriages and their family relationships

Too often people have be

lieved that by moving to a new community they can make a fresh start with their
personal problems only to find to their dismay that these problems have been in
tensified by moving

For these reasons we need to maintain the marriage counsel

ing program and to make more people aware of the possibilities of preventing dis
sention disturbance and divorce

We must try our best to prevent the wasteful

transmission of these evils from generation to generation

The total cost of this

preventive program last year was only 18
00
612
4

Pinel County License Board

for aZ Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes
The Pinellas County License Board was established by an Act of the Legisla
ture Chapter 571738 of the Annotated Code The Board has the power and duty
to prescribe establish and administer reasonable minimum standards rules and
regulations to protect the physical and moral welfare of children away from their

During the year our Board furnished 17
00 for this important ser
405

parents
vice

The Board
s legal basis for this assumption of financial responsibility

was the section of the law which states that the Board can provide such other ser
vices as are needed for the general welfare of children in our County

Since 1951 the Board has been concerned with the licensing of group care
facilities and foster boarding homes for children

We believe that all our chil

dren need assurance of safety and protection in their first experiences away from
their own home and their own parents

The report of the License Board is given in the section which deals with
other agencies receiving financial support from the Juvenile Welfare Board

It

is to be noted that 70 group care facilities provide safety and protection for
nearly 3
000 children

This number represents an increase of six new group care

facilities over the previous years

Nearly 600 children are cared for in 198

licensed family day care homes an increase of 37 licensed homes over the previous
year

We believe that the activities of the License Board have demonstrated that

the quality of child care can be improved through cooperative efforts

The

St Petersburg and Gibbs Junior Colleges and the University Extension Service

have provided in service education to persons who work with children in these
group care facilities

It is obvious that the License Board Law is overdue for

revision

11

The following changes are recommended
10

to permit the License Beard to elect a chairman rather than at present
designating the Director of the County Health Unit who is overburdened

with other professional responsibilities
2

to permit members of the County Children
s Committee to resign from the

License Board when they feel that their other responsibilities make it
impossible for them to serve
3

to insure means of enforcement of the law by making failure to secure a
license a misdemeanor

Z

The Juvenile Welfare Board has been plugging this gap in children
s services

by financially supporting the License Board and its necessary operations

The

passage of the above necessary legislation is urgently recommended to the 1961
Legislature
5

aker Service
Homem

This is a community service that employs people to furnish homehelp ser
vices to families with children

Its primary function is the mai
ntonarce of

household routine and the preservation or creation of wholesome fart
times of stress

y living in

A homemaker is a mature specially trained woman with skails

in homemaking who is employed to help maintain and preserve Uy
am life that is
r
threat with destruction by illness death ignorance social malad
ustment
or other problems

A pleasing personality physical and mental well being ex

perience and training enable her to assume full or partial responsibility for
child care for household management and for maintaining a wholesome atmosphere
in the home

In effect homemaker service is the placement of a substitute mo

ther or perhaps more accurately a substitute grandmother in the home during the
real mother
s absence

This service allows the father to continue his own work

and his responsibilities while children live in their accustomed iurrou
ndimgs
during this time of crisis

The Board regards Homemaker Service as a key nroam
12

for keep
ing famil together

During the year 37 families which included 129

children were served by two fulltime homemakers and other parttime homemakers
on call

The direct cost of this important program was only 00
684 for which
4

00 was received in reimbursements making the net cost 00
650
034
4

The aver

age cost per child per day was only 2
86 for this vital service
The Board
s homemaker service is limited to families with children and to
It is our belief that this service needs to be available

emergency situations

to all families and that it can also be useful for situations requiring a more
For these reasons the Board has request

extended use of the homemaker service

ed the Community Welfare Council of South Pinellas to make a study of the needs
of Homemaker Service in our community

Our staff screens all requests for homemaker service

Some of the inquiries

have been referred to other agencies to meet the special needs of families

Be

cause of the activity of the Project Supervisor during the past year in supervis

ing the homemakers and screening requests for this service a portion of her

salary is allocated to the total costs making it 00
464
6
6

Clearing House for Information

The Board is responsible under law for collecting information and statisti

cal data which will be helpful in deciding the needs of juveniles in the County
and for consulting with other agencies dedicated to the welfare of juveniles to
the end that the overlapping of services will be prevented

Since full County

financing of the Juvenile Court was legally authorized in 1955 data collected by
us have not included any statistics on juvenile delinquency

To fulfill the requirements of the law we publish annual reports and Cooper
ate in every may with all the newspapers to describe and report on various aspects
of our work

The assistance of all the newspapers in Pinellas County in making

this information available to the general public has been extremely helpful in
our work

All of
us ate

for their continued interest and cooperation
13

One of the ways in which the Board works with other agencies is through the
MultiProblem Family Committee of the Community Welfare Council of Greater St
Petersburg

Since January 1959 a similar committee has been in operation in the
These Multi

upper part of the County with the Director serving as its Chairman

Problem Family Committees are attempts to mobilize social work skills and communi
ty resources in order to attack the continuing vicious cycle of family disinte
gration dependency and delinquency

It is the purpose of these Committees to

recognize that a pattern of deprivation can be transmitted from one generation to

another but that this pattern can be broken by skilled sympathetic and concen
trated help by inspired leadership and a willingness to spend sums of money to
prevent family breakdowns

During the year the Board has been active in preparation for participation
in and followup to the White House Conference on Children and Youth

The Di

rector attended sessions called by Governor Collins in October and March before
the White House Conference met

In a number of meetings in our own County prepa

rations for and reports from the White House Conference were made
Members of the staff are active in organizations dealing with the welfare of

children in the County and State as well as on a national level

The Director

participated in a meeting called by the U S Children
s Bureau to form an asso
ciation of public agencies for juvenile delinquency prevention

Locally the

Director serves on the Board of the Community Welfare Council of Greater St

Petersburg and is a member of the Budgets and Admissions Committee of the United
Fund of St Petersburg

The total costs of staff time assigned to this important work of coordinat

ing services for children and developing cooperation between agencies was

605
5
00
7

Iftergency Allowances and Trust Funds for Children

The Board has always recognized that there are some urgent everyday needs
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for children which cannot properly be met from tax funds

Various individuals

have however expressed their appreciation of the Boardfs services particu
larly
marriage counseling by contributing monies which have been placed in a general
trustee account

During 195960 a total of X139
00 was received in this way

For camp fees special recognition of foster parents and for repayments to the
Yd ni
sterial Association of St Petersburg for the employment of Dr Herbert D

Williams a total of 6358
00 was expended

There is a balance in the trustee

accounts of 00
076
1

From regular funds 14
00 was spent for allowances for children in the State
Training Schools

Payments from the contingency fund for onehalf the expenses

of one of the three children at a residential treatment center totaled 411
00
763
8

Pre marital Counseling and Consultation Services inthe Pinellas Co
up
Schools

In 1956 the demonstration program in premarital counseling was initiated by
Northeast High School and Dr Finck

This program has been continued during the

past school year

The students came for counseling on a voluntary basis and were referred to

Dr Finek by the guidance counselors school administration teachers or other
students

During the year 24 different students were seen for a total of 34

counseling interviews
and the rest once only

Two students were seen three times six students twice

All the students seen were female but one student va6

accompanied by the young man to whom she was engaged

Definite plans for marriage were the presenting question of 18 of the stu
dents

The other six were directly concerned with their own family or personal

problems

Of the 18 students concerned with specific plans for marriage 11 were

planning to marry sometime after graduation and 7 presented the possibility of
marriage before completing their high school work

Since there could be no

followup of these plans it is not possible to know the extent to which any
15

changes in plans were made
The number of students seer decreased from 30 in 195 59 to 24 during the
past school year

The decrease appears to be a response to the ruling of the

Board of Public Instruction that no married students could continue their regular

course of studies except in adult classes at night

If this ruling has caused

students to postpone premature plans for marriage then the effect is positive
But it is not possible to know the extent to which dropouts because of marriage
may have occurred

It is possible that the ruling may have made students less

willing to discuss plans for marriage and to seek counseling

These possibili

ties appear to point to the need for a study of the effect of the School Boardfs
ruling

In the period of more than four years since the demonstration program has
been operating at Northeast High School it has been possible to observe the ef
fects on students of the developing and expanding guidance program

Most of the

students have well clarified ideas about the realities of their educational and
vocational choices

Few students are seen for whom marriage now appears to be

consciously or unconsciously motivated by failure to achieve in school and to
work toward vocational goals

This past year has demonstrated again that if a pre marital counseling ser
vice is offered students will effectively use it

As guidance services continue

to expand into the area of personal social counseling premarital counseling can
be considered a vital part of this expansion

The successful demonstration of

this need has been made possible by the cooperation and interest of the adminis

trative staff guidance counselors and teachers of Northeast High School of
which Rr John Sexton is principal

In addition to the pre marital counseling program at Northeast High School
the staff had a total of 117 individual talks with teachers principals coordi

nator of family life education guidance counselors visiting teachers and
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other special education personnel

with school and parent groups

These talks are in addition to discussions

Members of the staff spoke to classes or combina

tions of classes with a total attendance of approximately 415 students

As a re

sult of these activities many complex counseling situations were referred to our
marriage and family counseling service

The Board congratulates the Pinellas County Board of Public Instruction for

continuing to work on the expansion of needed psychological guidance and school
social work services by offering a special salary increment

This salary incre

ment should prove helpful in attracting personnel for the expansion and develop
went of these badly needed services

The fact that the Superintendent of Public Instruction is a member of the

Juvenile Welfare Board has contributed rem to the close and successful work
ing relationship between the Board and the schools

His help has been great in

all matters and particularly in permitting the Board to use school purchasing
facilities

a cooperation that has resulted in substantial savings

The total cost of consultation and pre marital counseling services was esti
mated to be 00
088
1
9

General Operation and Administration

The Board rents the St Petersburg office space in the County Building from
the Board of County Commissioners

The Board shares an office at the Child

Guidance Clinic in Clearwater for the use of the marriage and family counseling
services

In exchange for the use of the office and the services of the secre

tary the Board paid 40
00 a month to the Child Guidance Clinic
In addition to rent other major expenses for operation and administration

included the purchase of a new car telephone office expenses travel bonds
dues and insurance

In this item are included a portion of the salaries of the

Director and the Administrative Secretary

These expenses for general operation

and administration total 13
00 and comprise only 6
262
2 per cent of the total
ex
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RECOMMENDATION REGARDING LEGISLATION

You Can Help in This Important Work
1

Increase the amount levied for the Juvenile welfare Board from onethird to
onehalf mill

The number of children in foster and shelter care has in

creased so greatly that the Board
s funds are insufficient to provide for
their care

No additional dependent children

doned abused

neglected deserted aban

have been taken into care since December 1960

Additional

funds for the Child Guidance Clinic are urgently needed to increase staff in

order that the waiting period for this service can be reduced
2

Am
end the Act creating the License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Board
ing Homes

Operation of this Law over four years demonstrates that the Act

needs to be amended to provide for 1 election of a chairman 2 provision
for members of the Pinellas County Children
s Committee to resign from the

Board and 3 inclusion of adequate enforcement machinery
3

Provide State suDDort for the residential trea
tment of emotionally disturbed
children

Although the State accepted responsibility for this needed service

no funds were appropriated by the 1959 Legislature

Because the State failed

to furnish this service the Board spent 00
339 for the three Pinellas
9
County children at a private residential treatment center outside the State

If funds had been appropriated
we could have used the 00
338 more widely
9
4

Authorize and finance a statewide adoption service in the St

DeRartment

of Public Welfare We have noted that more than seven children could have been

adopted from foster care if a public adoption service had been available
But even more important than a savings in money is the security and protec
tion given to children by legal adoption

of the childre adopted were adopt
relatives
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In Florida in 1959 nearly onehalf

independently of a social a enc

or of

5

Adequate support for mental health services State institutions for chil
and Aid to Dependent Children inc1 Child Welfare Services

The hodge

podge financing of our child guidance and mental health clinics needs to be
scrutinized carefully and plans completed for their reliable and responsible
support

State institutions for children although probably in a better po

sition than ever before need extra support to keep abreast of Floridats pop
ulation growth

Aid to Dependent Children should be carefully evaluated

along with the effect of the suitability law salaries realistically estab
lished and appropriations for child welfare services increased
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STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE DISTRICT 4
CHILD WELFARE UNIT

3200 Fifth Avenue South St Petersburg Florida

Phone

ORange 13181

Mrs W A McMullen Chairman
George Allen Vice Chairman

Pinellas County
Mrs John M Phillips
Mrs Merle Wadsworth
Mrs William Johnstone

Mrs R L Sample
Dr John L Cooley
Mr Reinhold Rogers

Pasco County
Mr Allen M Thompson
Mr William H Green
Hernando County

Miss Mary Belle Rogers
Citrus County

Mr Harvey Edwards
Mrs Thelma L Sheffield

STAFF

Mrs Priscilla Colby
Child Welfare Supervisor
Mrs Mildred Mount

Child Welfare Supervisor of Intake
and Shelter Care

Child Welfare Workers

Mrs Jettee Boydstun

Mrs Betty Lippke 12 hours per week
Miss Helen McRae parttime

Mrs Nona Grotecloss

R Stanley Sheffer

A W Bothmann

halftime

John B Wilkerson

Mrs Judy James

Mrs Maude C McIntire Adoption Worker
Mrs Helen Tong Secretary
Mrs Louise Allen Stenographer
Mrs Elaine Crabtree Stenographer
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CHILD WELFARE UNIT

The continuing rapid rise in population in Pinellas County plus the unset
tled conditions in the building trades have been two large factors in an increas
ed need for child welfare services with less available community money to fi
nance the program

The economy of Pinellas is influenced by the construction in

dustry and our temporary overbuilding in some areas means that some parents of
children in care are unemployed

Some fathers who were contributing to the cost

of care are now having to ask County help to live themselves

This means that

even though our budget was larger this year than last we have encountered finan
cial difficulties

The increase in children in care has far exceeded our esti

mates

We have found it impossible to meet the needs of the Court and the community
for our shelter and foster care homes and stay within our state and local funds
allocation

We are allocated about 00
000 a month in State Funds which we
2

cannot exceed as no balance is being held

We have to pay for maternity homes

for unmarried mothers and housekeeper service from State Funds

AfSer these are

paid we can use the remainder for temporary sheltor carp or foster care for
children under six

If the legislature had appropriated a larger sum for our

use we could support nearly forty children on the foster home for children under
six program

this program

Since our money is limited we keep an averaga of tan children on

We could spend our entire monthly allotment on this service alone

if we did not have a responsibility to provide other services

We could carry

about four children under six for what it costs us to enter a girl into the ma
ternity home

Housekeeper service which may seen expensive is usually a saving

over the cost of shelter care and the saving in human terms when separation of
children is z7oided cannot be counted

An e
wmple is housekeeper service provid

ed fcr seven children while the mother was having her eighth child

The cost of

the children being An shelter care would have been about 500
00 a month
4

To

provide housekeeper service for the time during and after confinement amounting

to about a month was about 140
00
We have State Funds available for shelter care but again this is included

in the 00
000 monthly allotted us
2

It can be seen readily that if we spend

about 00
000 sending four girls to maternity homes and spend 800
1
00 in
housekeeper services in the same month we have only 200
00 for the other two
programs 9
PCare For Child Under SW and Shelter Cares

That means local funds

have to carry the brunt of our foster and shelter care payments in months when
maternity care and housekeeper needs are heavy
We have had to institute strict controls for this coming year over our ser

vices to spread our money as equitably as possible

In the past we felt we

could not turn down any unmarried mother eligible for maternity care

Now we are

feeling that perhaps we must limit ourselves to two new maternity cases a month

and put a ceiling on housekeeper service instead of using this more as sound
theory would dictate

We must be able to have an amount of our State Funds that

we can count on to provide for the children we have in foster and shelter homes
now

As an emergency measure to get our spending to balance our income we have
closed intake to voluntary placements

The only exception is Vh ere parents can

pay in advance and the situation seems to be short time

We are trying to return as many children to their parents or relatives as we
can

We have some facts from research in nine communities which suggest that

doing this to the extent that would solve our financial dilemma is going to be
difficult

Henry Maas and Richard Engler in their book Children in Need of

Parents point out that in their study there was little hope that more than 25
of the children in care could ever return home

We have reviewed every child
s

situation and have made some plans for return that we feel are questionable as
to outcome We are hoping to provide supervision of these homes so that the
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children and their own parents have a better chance to live happily as a family
We have had the real joy and satisfaction of seeing seven children leave

foster homes to be given the permanent security of adoption through the services
Children Service

of Children Home Society and Family

We are referring some

children six through twelve years of age to a new resourcethe Group Care Stu
Center of Children Home Society which is operated on Federal Funds
More and more children get support from Social Security benefits and through

Veteran Administration provisions

The majority of our children in care have

parents in hospitals for serious chronic illness in mental institutions or in
correctional institutions

For these children it is clear that the community

must provide full cost of care We have some children whose parents are of limit
ed intelligence and who are classified as unemployable except when the labor mar
ket is exceptionally favorable

These mothers cannot maintain a home on an Aid

to Dependent Children grant for the grants are so low in Florida that a parent

who does not have free housing provided by a relative would have to work in order
to feed the children

It is hard to see how a mother could rent a house or even

a shack and feed four young children on only 81
00 a month as her sole income
Our contributions from parents of children in care collected through Juvenile
Court are at as high a level as can be expected in view of the employment situa
tion for this past year

We received 00
119 this year as compared with
9

00 last year
775
14
NEW PROGRAM

Child Welfare Unit has been given responsibility by the legis

lature to assist judges in child custody cases by making investigations and re
ports

We have had a steady volume of requests both from courts within Pinellas

County within the State and from other states where one of the parties involved
is living here or has been known to social agencies here

As long as we can re

tain sufficient staff we can be of help in Preventing further riage to child
by supplying
facts in enabling the Judge to grant custody to the person
objective
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who is the more able to be a loving resR2nsible parent
STAFF

Child Welfare Unit is most fortunate in having full staff for the

first time in a year and a half

We plan to reorganize and eventually expand our

program by wing a Clearwater section

This will we hope be in operation by

the first of next year with Mrs Mildred Mount as Supervisor with additional
staff as soon as possible

This is a logical step considering the growth of the

County and the fact that several social agencies have offices in Clearwater

Codol left to complete his social work training at Tulane University

Mr

We welcome

Mr John Wilkerson Mrs Judy James Mrs Mildred Mount Mr Richard Sheffer and
Mrs Jettee Boydstun

Mrs Francys Presnell was promoted and Mrs Elaine Crabtree

replaced her

We are happy to have the continued services of Mr A W Bothmann Miss

Helen McRae plus Mrs Betty Lippke and Mrs Nona Grotecloss on a part
time basis
Mrs Norma Iamb is on leave due to home responsibilities

Mrs Priscilla Colby

has returned from Tu ane

When we are able to expand our services we would look forward to working

on the development of foster homes which could care for some emotionally disturb
ed children who might receive outpatient treatment at Anclote Manor

We would

need to pay a higher board rate to such foster parents and such hones would re
quire more worker time than usual

We need a foster home here for teenage girls

who present more serious problems than the regular foster home can handle
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TANGIBLE S RVICES GIVEN TO 529 CHILDRi

UNDER CARE DURING YEAR

EXPZTDITURFS FROM LOCAL FUNDS

Children in Foster
Home Care

292 different children

903 days of care
53
Children Living Elsewhere 2 children
General Operating

The Brown Schools

ifdaintaining Shelter Homes
Surety Bonds
Miscellaneous Expenses

00
680
114
576
7
00
470
5
00
00
70
96
00

00
892
127

EXPENDITURES FROM STATE

FEDERAL FUNDS

Temporary Care

47 different children
084 days of care
2

Shelter Care

188 different children

104
9
00

814 days of care
3
Foster Care for Children Under Six

877 days of care
3
Housekeeper Service

22 families

involving 92 children
Maternity Care

241
4
00

18 different children

659
7
00
212
3
00

18 unmarried mothers receiving financial help 00
630
3

Returning Runaways

4 children

00
169

t 28
00
015
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SOURCE OF FUNDS

Juvenile Welfare Board for direct services

00
674
107

Funds from Juvenile Welfare Board for Maintaining

5

Shelter Homes

Payments from parents and other relatives

601
5
00

to reimburse Local Funds
Payments from Juvenile Court

119
9
00

to reimburse Local Funds
Miscellaneous reimbursements

refunds Local Funds

00
28

State and Federal Funds for direct services

00
151
26

Payments from parents and other relatives
to reimburse State Funds

00
343

Payments from Juvenile Court

404
1
00

to reimburse State Funds
Miscellaneous reimbursements

refunds State Funds

17
1
00

6

Administrative cost including salaries office supplies
and mileage paid by Federal
State Funds approx
Total cost of office equipment approx
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907 CO
55

50 242
00

050
5
00

CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC

4032 Central Avenue St Petersburg Florida

Phone 5
7656

Mr Michael L Whitman President

Mr Orville A Allen Jr Vice President
Mrs Thomas MAthers Recording Secretary
Mrs Philip B Amick Corresponding Secretary
Mrs W V Salzer Treasurer
Dr Howard W Carter

Rev Walter N Kalaf

Dr Milton B

Mr Clifford Peale

Cole

Mrs William F Dougherty Jr
Mr Charles Everingham Jr
Mrs Betty Gillespie
Mrs W H

Groves

Mrs Kendrick E Fenderson Jr
Mrs Elliott Holland
Mrs Elizabeth Skinner Jackson

Mr C Oi Ritch Jr
Mrs Paul H Roney
Mrs Frank A Stead
Mrs Bert L Skelton
Mrs William A Truslow

Mrs G H Whitley

STAFF

Position to be filled
Mrs Dorothy B Brodie
Acting Director
Mr Charles M Coaker
Mr Lawrence H Ricker
Mr Daniel E Ward
Mrs Marion M Hinton

Miss Margaret Green
Miss Ernestine Ricou
Dr Harold C Rivkind
Administrative Director

Dr Walter H Bailey
Dr Milton B

Cole

Mrs Jean Prekopie
Mrs Ruby M Levins
Mrs Mabel Pieper
Mrs Lucille D Wimble

PsychiatristDirector
Chief Psychologist
Clinical Psychologist
Clinical Psychologist
Clinical Psychologist
Chief Psychiatric Social Worker
Psychiatric Social Worker

Psychiatric Social Worker
Psychiatric Social Worker
Consultant Neuropsychiatry
Consultant Growth and Development
Administrative Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
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CHILD

GUIDANCE CLINIC OF PINEGLAS COUNTY

Again we want to thank our many friends for their continued interest and
support

In 1958 Mrs Edna C Squier paid off the mortgage on the Clinic Build

ing as a memorial to her father Edward Stratemeyer

This year Mrs Squier gen

erously made it possible for us to purchase the lot on the East side of the build
ing

This will provide adequate parking space for patients and staff and also

allow room for expansion of Clinic facilities when needed

If the demand for

services continues to increase as it has in the past expansion will be necessary
in the next few years

In addition to contribution
to the Trust Fund both anonymous and as a Me

morial the St Petersburg Lions Club has paid for electroencephalogram e
xamina
tions for those patients unable to take care of this expense themselves the

West Side OptiMrs Club supplied funds to replace broken toys in the playroom
and the Civitan Club contributed to the Community Mental Health Education Fund

In the past year the Clinic received its financial support from six differ
ent sources

The Juvenile Welfare Board 46
8 per cent the State Board of

Health 25
5 per cent the United Fund of St Petersburg 9
1 per cent the Unit
ed Funds of Clearwater and Dunedin 8
9 per cent Fees 7
8 per cent and General
and special contributions 1
9 per cent

When compared with last year the Ju

venile Welfare Board the Clearwater and Dunedin United Funds and Fees were in
creased by a total of 9
4 per cent

The State Board of Health the United Fund

of St Petersburg and Contributions decreased by the same emount

This decrease

was in part due to the fact that the Clinic had no fulltime PsychiatristDi
rector for most of the year

The State Board of Health pays that salary

There has been some change in personnel during the past year

Dr Alfred D

Koenig Psychiatrist Director since May 1956 went on part time in November
1959 and resigned in May 1960 to go into private practice

During a critical

time of growth and development for the Clinic Dr Koenig made a very important
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contribution through his leadership and professional skill over a fouryear
period

His leaving represents a great loss

The Board of Directors are now seeking a replacement for Dr Koenig

Jr

Walter H Bailey Neuro psychiatrist continues as consultant on a regular basis

Miss Ernestine Ricou Psychiatric Social Worker joined the professional
staff in December 1959 replacing Miss Carmen Roccaforte
with us part time on Public Relations projects
three goals

Mr A T Goulding is

His work is directed toward

first to make the mental health education activities more effec

tive and thus reduce the need for Clinic services second to acquaint the public
with the Clinic so that emotional difficulties may be recognized early in their

development thus reducing the time effort and money needed for rehabilitation
and third to promote the Trust Fund the income from which may be used for Clinic
operation

The Clinic has maintained a branch office in Clearwater since 1948

In the

past that office was open Mondays and Wednesdays however two days a week did

not meet the community needs and in May 1960 the Clinic employed Miss Margaret
Green as fulltime Psychiatric Social Worker for the Clearwater Clinic
hope to be able to provide a fulltime Psychologist in the future

We also

At this time

psychological service is only available two days a week
The present full
time Clinic staff consists of four Clinical Psychologists

four Psychiatric Social Workers and four Secretaries

We also have two part

time Medical Consultants one in Neuro psychiatry and one in Growth and Develop
went

For some time the Clinic staff has been considering Group Counseling as op
posed to individual counseling for the parents of those children whose difficul

ties are relatively minor

Miss Green who has had considerable experience in

this area has started a group in Clearwater
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Urhen the Clinic was first organized in 1944 it was the only resource for
children with emotional problems and the major part of its work was diagnostic
As the schools have increased their psychological and counseling services the
need for psychological testing of school children has decreased

The Clinic

staff is now able to do more intensive
work with those patients who can profit by
it

The average number of contacts for each child and his parents has risen from

1 in 195657 to 7
5
1 in 195960

Actually 62 per cent of the total faceto

face interviews were for the purpose of therapy with children and counseling with
their parents

During the current year 559 children and their parents 460 new and reopen
ed cases and 99 carried from 195859 were seen for a total of 3
370 interviews
Of this number 103 children
are still in the process of diagnosis while 455 cases
have been closed

Children are referred to the Clinic from a variety of sources and the ratios
with the exception of court referrals 20 per cent 195758 and 11 per cent 1959

60 are remarkably constant

This year 190 of the cases were self referred the

parents themselves having felt the need of help in understanding their childrents
problems

Other sources were community agencies 134 schools 101 Juvenile

Court 61 physicians 56 and friends 17
Of the 455 closed cases 11 per cent were studied prior to adoption and 17
per cent were instances where the parents consulted the Clinic about child rear
ing practices but the child himself was not seen

Seventytwo per cent of the

children were seen for diagnosis and in some cases later taken on for treatment
Sometimes parents or teachers do not understand why the Clinic will not take
a disturbed or disturbing child on for treatment

The reason of course is be

cause the child
s problems are either of such severity that help can only be pro
vided on an inpatient basis or because the child himself is not anxious or un
happy and so has no motivation for change
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Of the children seen for diagnosis

in the past year 8 per cent of them were frankly psychotic and in need of 24
hour care if they were to respond to treatment

Ten per cent of the children

were quite comfortable as they were

In 11 per cent of the cases the children were found to be mentally retarded
Help in these situations was in the form of planning a program best suited to

their needs and counseling with their parents to help them to understand their
childrents difficulties

In 6 per cent of the cases the childts behavior problems arose from environ
mental changes that were disturbing to him or to emotional upset as the result of
the normal developmental process

Counseling with the parents in most cases was

sufficient to help the child to a happier more acceptable adjustment
Of the children seen for diagnosis 5 per cent were found to have no psy
chiatric disorder and therefore not in need of Clinic help

Organic brain disorders accounted for the behavior difficulties of twenty
five per cent of the cases

Medication either by the family physician or by the

neuropsychiatric consultant when the parents were unable to pay for private care
helped to a remarkable degree

Of the remaining 35 per cent of the children

those who were in need of and

would benefit from psychotherapy we were able to treat only 11 per cent because
of a lack of professional staff

Psychotherapy is a slow process and the parent

as well as the child must be seen on a regular weekly basis thus taking the time
of two staff members for many months

In addition to work with patients each member of the Clinic staff partici
pated in community mental health education
time was spent in this way

Seven per cent of the total staff

The entire staff participated in the study course on

Normal Child Growth and Development

Dr Rivkind pastPresident of the Florida

Conference of Social Welfare was a delegate to the White House Conference
Other staff members gave talks before various groups and community organizations
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The Clinic in its work with children runs into two serious problems

The

first is how to help those children who are too seriously disturbed to be treated

on a onceaweek basis the S per cent that were found to be frankly psychotic
A day treatment center in Pinellas County where the child would spend the entire

day going home to his parents at night would help to meet this need

The

second problem is what to do about those children who although not mentally de

ficient or psychotic are unable to control their emotions and
or to use good
judgement and so are in constant difficulty with their parents and the school
authorities

Such children adjust well and are happy in an institutional setting

where the controls are strict but understanding and where they do not have to take
Hall responsibility for their behavior

There is no institution in Florida for

the longterm care of such children and it is badly needed

Pinellas County has gone a long way toward helping its children in distress
but there is still more to be done
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THE PrNELLAS COUNTY LICIENSE BOARD

for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes
Phone
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PINELLAS CCUNTY LICENSE BOARD
3
FOR DAY NURSERIES AND FOSTER BOARDING HOMES

The law is designed to protect the physical and moral welfare of children
away from their parents and guardians
HISTORY

1951957 A licensing act first passed by the State Legislature in 1951 proved
ineffective in protecting children partly because of failure to centralize respon
sibility for administration of the program in one agency

The 1951 Act was repealed and the State Legislature adopted legislation

Chapter 571738 which authorized the Pinellas County Children
s Committee of
the Florida Children
s Commission to serve as a License Board and charged the

Board with the responsibility of establishing and administering reasonable mini
mum standards

Rules and Regulations were set up but proved unworkable for Pi

nellas County

Staff members lent by the Juvenile Welfare Board and Health De

partment endeavored to carry out Board responsibilities
April 1958

The Rules and Regulations Minimun Standards currently in use were

adopted follovi ng careful study of standards suggested by the Pinellas Preschool
Association and adaptation to meet some of their suggestions

July 1958 Two License Board consultants and a secretary were employed and an
office established

The Juvenile Welfare Board which receives Pinellas County

tax funds to provide such services for children as the Board determines are need
ed for the general welfare of the County appropriated sufficient funds for the

operation of the License Board office and for the employment of specialized pro
fessional staff

Responsibility for supervision of Family Day Care Homes remain

ed with a staff member of the Welfare Board

September 1960

The supervision of Family Day Care Homes was transferred to

the License Board Staff
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ADMINISTRATION
Standards

The Rules and Regulations incorporate minimum standards relative to

the number and qualifications of personnel supervision records maximum capa

city basic quality of child care safety factors health sanitation and physi
cal plant

Also included is a requirement in regard to the limited college

training of group personnel

It is not the intention of the Board to regulate

educational programs this is left to qualified personnel in groups
Application of Standards

Anyone or any group caring for children for 2 or more

hours per day including Family Day Care Homes Foster Boarding Homes Child Care
Centers Nursery Schools Kindergartens Nurseries Play Schools etc is re
quired to meet the standards

Excepted are Foster Homes licensed by the State

Welfare Department
Licenses

The Board issues a license for 12 months to a Child
Care Center a

or Nursery School meeting all requirements
Kindergarten

A short term license

for less than a year is issued to a group not yet meeting all requirements but
whose operator is working in good faith to meet the standards

As long as coop

eration is evident short term licenses may be reissued upon application
group facilities are expected to meet all requirements upon opening
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New

AiDIUAL PROGRESS REPORT OF THE PINELLAS COUNTY LICENSE BOARD

October 1 1959
1

September 30 1960

Today more children can attend a licensed child care service in Pinellas

County than last year because the number of licensed facilities has increased

On September 30 1959 there were 64 licensed Kindergartens Nursery Schools and
Child Care Centers including 6 which had opened for the first time during that
fiscal year

In September of 1960 the County had 58 licensed groups and 12 other

groups operating under temporary permission of the Executive Committee pending
action by the Board

This figure includes six new groups and six whose July

renewal applications could not be acted upon because the Board did not hold its

July meeting

Between those two dates four kindergartens and child care centers

closed but six new applications were processed

In October 1959 Pinellas County had 161 licensed Family Day Care Homes

By

October 1960 the number had increased to 198
Almost 3
000 Pinellas County children are enrolled in Child Care Centers
Nursery Schools and Kindergartens

licensed Family Day Care Homes

Approximately 600 children are cared for in

A breakdown of the groups operating under li

censes or temporary permits and of the Family Day Care Homes follows
GROUP CARE FACILI

TYPE OF LICENSE

NUMBER LICENSED

LICENSED CHILD

CAPACITY

NUMBER OF STAFF EMPLOYED

excluding maintenance personnel

White Children

Kindergarben

28

984

46

Kindergarten
nursery school

11

661

40

Kindergarten
day nursery

10

458

32

1

20

1

10

li2

25

60

2436

144

Nursery school

Day Nursery
Total
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TYPE OF LICENSE

NUMBER LICENSED

LICENSED CHILD
NUMBER OF STAFF EMPLOYED
CAPACITY
excluding maintenance personnel

Negro Children
Kindergarten
Day Nursery

5

353

17

Day nursery

5

173

12

10

526

29

70

2962

173

Total
GRAND TOTAL

FAMILY DAY CARE HOMES

NUFSER LICENSED

TYPE OF LICENSE

LICENSED CHILD CAPACITY

White Children

Foster Boarding Homes
24 hour care

2

2

165

486

22

59

189

547

7

28

2

6

9

34

198

581

Family Day Care Homes

daytime care only
Both Foster Boarding
Home
Family Day
Care Home

Total

Negro Children

Family Day Care Homes

Both Foster Boarding
Home
Family
Care Home

Total
GRAND TOTAL

Day
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Because of the law dozens of prospective operators who had little prepara

tion for the work have been discouraged and have not established a child care
service

This has prevented many possibly poor situations for children from

developing

It has incidentally protected already licensed facilities from

competition with cheaper unsafe facilities
3

New Kindergartens Nursery Schools and Child Care Centers are expected to

meet all requirements at the time of opening

In September 1960 the Executive

Committee recommended five full twelve month licenses be issued by the Board in
October to new groups which opened that month
4

Existing Child Care Centers Kindergartens and Nursery Schools have improved

their services for children as a direct result of complying with License Board
standards

In September 1959 12 nurseries had 12 month licenses and were con

sidered to have met all the minimum standards in September 1960 this figure
was 23

Physical Plant have impr
oved

Indoor play space has been increased meet tthe requirement of 30
square feet per child
made

Five interiors were remodeled or additions

Some nurseries reduced enrollment to stay within their licensed

capacity

New buildings for four es
ureeri or schools were erected
r

and two more are in the building process

As of September 1960

except in five cases where operators are in the process of cooperation
all licensed kindergartens and nurseries complied with this requirement

Outdoor play space has been increased to meet the recriirement of
100 square feet per child

In order to comply seven nurseries have

had to enlarge or relocate their play yards

As of September 1960

all licensed kindergartens and nurseries mev the outdoor space re
quirement

Thirteen nurseries have added equipment in order to meet the
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I

minimum standard

Other regulations that have beem met involved improvements such
as

screening windows

providing suitable fire extinguishers
venting cookstoves and heaters

adding suitable equipment

adopting adequate record systems
rewiring buildings

acquiring individual cots
Two have hooked up to the city sewer and three have provided additional
toilets or lavatories

LAff training has been sharp rraded
In 1959 77 teachers or workers out of a total of 149 in Pinellas

County met the college requirement set forth in the Board
s Rules and Regu
lations

In September 1960 110 teachers or workers out of 150 in Pinellas
County met the college requirement

By credits acquired between these dates 20 individuals have attained
the standard
year

There is considerable turn over in nursery persornel each

Operators are increasingly aware of the need to employ qualified

people and seek more diligently for trained teachers
Still in the active process of attainment are 32 teachers each of
whom has taken one course

Scme have taken three four or more

Information is inccmplete on college background for some new employees

Some others have personal reasons preventing them frog enrolling to date
At least seven additional persons now worki
ng in nurseriee though

not directly with children are enrolled with the expectation of becoming
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qualified

Of the teachers who meet the requirement 28 have enrolled in addi
tional courses to meet the recency of credit requirement

Some of these

take every new course offered

As of the 1960 fall semester St Petersburg Junior College terminal
course 82 taught in Clearwater has an enrollment of 35 FSU extension
course 322 in St Petersburg has an enrollment of 32 Gibbs Junior College
has a total enrollment of 17 in its Nursery Kindergarten Program

Addition

al nursery personnel are enrolled in such courses as Psychology Child Psy
chology and English at St Petersburg Junior College

In June 1960 18

students graduated from Gibbs Junior College with an A terminal degree
in nursery kindergarten the first Gibbs class to receive degrees
5

More services are available to those who work with children because of the

License Board office

The Health Department is cooperating by supplying community day nur
series with additional services in the line of health education

Consultative services are available to operators seeking help from
the License Board staff

Sometimes this concerns program equipment

nursery personnel problems with individual children
a request to meet with staff or parent groups
has counseled

Sometimes there is

During the year the staff

extensively with the operators submitting
applications
new

whose groups are now licensed or recommended for license

A small but growing library of professional books and pamphlets in
the License Board office is used by teachers and workers

Operators interested in filling teacher vacancies often ask the
License Board office for names of possible teachers or workers since
prospective employees frequently file their papers with the office
case does the Board serve as more than a clearing house it is not a
0

In no

placement bureau

As more parents became aware of the need for careful placement of
children they call the office for names of convenierL ly located licensed
Family Day Care Homes and Nurseries

The daily increasing number of calls

for information about licensed families indicates a growing awareness on
the part of the community of this License Board service

are
Requests

still received by the office for the pamphlet Stop and Look produced in

1958 at the request of the Board to guide parents in selecting a suitable
kindergarten or nursery
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BUDGET

GENERAL OPERATING ACCOUNT
JUVZNILE WELFARE BOARD

REVENUE FOR FISCAL YEAR M
NG SEPT MER 30 1960

SOURCE

01 Ad Valorum Taxes 95 per cent of 1
130
3 mill
00 Cash Carry Over
195
Interest from U
S Treasury Certificates of Indebtedness

001
00
485
00
102
46
196
2
00
7U
9
424
00

EXPENDITURES

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

FISCAL YEAR 19591960

Approved Budget Expenditures
SALARIES

00
17040

00
17040

CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC

00
316
38

00
524
37

00
000
100

00
538
99

16

00
262
14

00
486
17

00
405
17

500
4
00

034
4
00

800
3
00
00
5
1
00

995
2
00
1

00
825
125
00
00
600

00
813

00
502

00
100

00
32

740
3
00

3

FOSTER CARE

MARRIAGE

FAMILY COUNSELING

LICENSE BOARD
HOMEMAKER SMVICE

OPERAtj ON

ADMINISTRATION

Travel

Office LNTense
Telephone
Telegraph
Allowances
Bonds
Insurance
Dues
Rent

CONTINGENCY FUND FOR EMERG
WCIES

Bank Balance

September 30 1960

U S Treasury Certificates of Indebtedness
Petty Cash

lb 00

075
8
00

763
1

3 7
13
00

00
275
201

19
00
048
00
410
29
00
703
249
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

TRUSTEE ACCOUNT

October 1 1959
Cash on Hand

Receipts

September 30 1960

October 1 1959

1

Fiscal Year

00
139

u TIT37 00

Disbursements Fiscal Year

00
358

Cash on Hand October 1 1960

1 076
X1
00
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

REPORT OF CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE
TWELVE MONTH
October

September

1956 and 1959
No of Children

59
1958
254

60
9
5
19
294

Cost

Days of Car

19559

898
42

1939 60

195859

1959 60

903
53

00
221
89

00
680
114

00
3
5
10
043
9
00

00
5
5
48
576
7
00

Emergency Shelter Care
Children Living Elsewhere
Miscellaneous Payments

Contributed by Parents

Relatives

Collected from Parents

Relatives

by Juvenile Court

Collected by Organizations
Refunds

Individuals

Miscellaneous Receipts

958 59
1

1959 60

637
4
00

5

00
775
14

119
9
00

00
88

127

00
358
00
73

00
28

E
19

748 00
14

COST TO JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

Cost per child day
Cost per child day to Juvenile Welfare Board

00
73

06
647
103

00
843
19
804 00
83

40
2
17
2

26
2
1
9
9

14 7L
00
8
1
113

00

E OP JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD ACT
T
COMPOSI

INCLUDING i0
Na 1945
E

1955

Chapters 23483 24826 25500 26356 H
B No 390
HOUSE BILL NO 390

AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 23483 SPECIAL ACTS OF

1945 AS THE SAME WAS AMENDED BY CHAPTER 24826
SPECIAL ACTS OF 1947 AND CHAPTER 25500 SPECIAL
ACTS OF 1949 AND CHAPTER 26356 SPECIAL ACTS OF
1949 SAID 1945 ACT HAVING CREATED FOR PINELLAS
COUNTY FLORITJA A BOARD OF JUVENILE WELFARE BY
PROVIDING THAT THE MEMBERS OF SAID BOARD SHALL BE

THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
THE VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
AND THE JUVENILE JUDGE OF SAID COUNTY AND FOUR OTHER
MEMBERS WHO SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR AND
FURTHER PROVIDING FOR THE TARMS OF OFFICE FOR THE MEM
BERS OF SAID BOARD

THE PRESENT AMENDMENT PROVIDING FOR

THE ELIMIHATION FROM THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD
THOSE CHARGING AND ENABLING IT TO MAINTAIN IN PINELLAS
COUNTY RECEIVING OR DETENTION HOMES FOR JUVENILES AND
TO PROVIDE FOR THE CARE OF RUN AWAY JUVENILES AND THE
PRESENT AMENDMENT FURTHER PROVIDING FOR AN ANNUAL LEVY
ON ALL PRCPERiY IN PINELLAS COUNTY FLORIDA WHICH IS
SUBJECT TO COUNTY TAXES OF TIIIRTYTHREE AND ONE THIRD

CENTS 331
30 FOR EACH ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS 00
000
1
AS ITSIAS
D VALUATION OF SAID PROPERTY TO PF
E
OVIDE FUNDS

FOR SAID BOARD IN LIEU OF A TAX LEVY OF FIFTY CENTS 50
PER EACH THOUSAND DOLLARS 00
000 OF ASSESSED VALUA
2
11
TION OF SAID PROPERTY UNDER EXISTING LAWSi AND FURTHER
PROVIDING THAT ALL OF THE MONEY RAISED FROM SAID TAX LEVY
SHALL BE TURNED OVER TO THE BOARD AND USED FOR ITS PUR
POSES INSTEAD OF LIMITING THE MONEY IT GETS FROM SUCH

TAX LEVY TO SEVENTYFIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS 075
00
000
ANNUALLY AS IS PROVIDED IN THE PRESENT LAWS AND ALSO
PROVIDING THAT FIDELITY BONDS IN THE AMO
INT OF 00
000
1
EACH SHALL BE REQUESTED ONLY OF THE T
WO MEMBERS OF THE
SAID BOARD WHO SIGN ITS CHECKS AND FURTHER ELIMINATING
THE REQUIREMENT OF PRESENT LAW THAT THE SAID BOARD BUD
GET AND PAY FOR THE SALARIES OF THE JUVENILE JUDGE THE
PROBATION OFFICER AND ASSISTANT PROBATION OFFICER OF

PINELLAS COUNTY FLORIDA COUNSELLORS PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Section 1

That Section 1 of Chapter 23
483 Laws of Florida

Special Acts of 1945 as amended by Section 1 of Chapter 25000 Laws of
Florida Special Acts of 1949 is amended so that it will read as follows
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Section 1

That there is hereby created for Pinellas County

Florida a Board of Juvenile Welfare which shall consist of seven 7
members

Three 3 of said members shall be the County Superintendent of

Public Instruction the Juvenile Judge and the ViceChairman of the Board

of County Commissioners of Pinellas County Florida who each shall hold
office on the said Board during his term in office in his official capacity
stated

The other four 4 members shall be appointed by the Governor of

Two 2 of the said members appointed by the Governor

the State of Florida

shall be appointed by him to serve a term of two years 2 and the other two
of said members appointed by the Governor shall be appointed by him to servo

a term of four 4 years

Upon the expiration of the full terms herein

provided of each of said four 4 appointees first appointed by the Governor
under the terms of this law all appointments thereafter of members of the
said Board required to be made by the Governor shall be for the term of

four 4 years each

If any of the members of said Board required to be

appointed by the Governor under the provisions of this Act shall resign
die or be removed from office the vacancy thereby created shall as soon
as practicable be filled by appointment by the Governor and such appoint

ment to fill a vacancy shall be for the unexpired term of the person who
resigns dies or is removed from office

Section 1
Section 2

That Section 2 of Chapter 23483 Laws of Florida

Special Acts of 1945 as amended by Section 2 of Chapter 25500 Special Acts
of 1949 is amended to read
Section 2

The board hereby created shall have the following

powers and duties

a

To provide and maintain in the county such child guidance

psychological or psychiatric clinics for juveniles as the board determines
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are needed for the general welfare of the county

b

To provide for the care of dependent juveniles and to pro

vide such other services for all juveniles as the board determines are

needed for the genera welfare of the county

c

To allocate and provide funds for other agencies in the

county which are operated for the benefit of juveniles provided they are not

under the exclusive jurisdiction of the public school system
d

To collect information and statistical data which will be

helpful to the board in deciding the needs of juveniles in the county

To

consult with other agencies dedicated to the welfare of juveniles to the end

that the overlapping of services will be prevented
e

To lease or buy such real estate equipment and personal

property and to construct such buildings as are needed to execute the fore

going powers and duties provided that no such purchases shall be made or

building done except for cash with funds on hand to employ and pay on a
part or fulltime basis personnel needed to execute the foregoing powers
and duties

f

Books of account shall be kept by the board or its clerical

assistants and the fiscal affairs of such board shall be exclusively audit

ed by such of the state auditors as are assigned from time to time to audit
the affairs of the county officials of Pinellas County
Section 2
ion 3
Sect

Section 3 of Chapter 23483 Laws of Florida Special

Acts of 1945 as amended by Section 3 of Chapter 25500 Laws of Florida
Special Acts of 1949 General Laws and as it was amended by Section 2 of
Chapter 26356 Special Acts of 1949 extraordinary Session is amended to
read

Section 3

7n order to provide funds for the board there shall

M

be levied annually on all property in Pinellas County which is subject to

county taxes an additional tax of thirtythree and one third cents 331
30
for each one thousand dollars 00
000 of assessed valuation of said
9
01

property for the year 1955 and each subsequent year

The additional tax

shall be assessed levied and collected in the same manner and at the same
and its collection shall be enforced in the same manner and at the
times

same times as is provided by law for the levy collection and enforcement
of collection of other county taxes

All tax moneys collected hereafter

under the terms of this section as soon after the collection thereof as is

reasonably practical shall be paid annually by the tax collector or the
clerk of the circuit court if he collects delinquent taxes of Pinellas
County directly to the Board of Juvenile Welfare

The moneys so received

by the Juvenile Welfare Board shall be deposited in a separate bank account
and shall be withdrawn only by checks signed by at least two 2 of the
members of the board

Section 3
Section 1

Section 1 of Chapter 24826 Laws of Florida Special

Acts of 1947 as amended by Section 3 of Chapter 26356 Special Acts of
1949 Extraordinary Session is amended to read
Section 1

That after this act becomes a
law the Board of

Juvenile Welfare in and for Pinellas County which is provided for under

Chapter 23483 Special Acts of 1945 shall adopt an annual fiscal year and
shall prepare for each fiscal year a budget which shall include the payment
of the salaries of such personnel as the board is authorized to employ and
compensate and shall pay from its funds the salaries

anticipate

The board shall also

its income and expenditures and prepare an annual budget of the

same which budget shall be certified to the Hoard of County Commissioners

of Pinellas County nn or before the first day of July of each year and
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said budget shall also be subject to approval by the Budget Commission of
Pinellas County as is provided by law

The fiscal year of the board shall

be the same as the Board of County Commissioners

The fiscal affairs of

said board shall be exclusively ar
dited by such of the state auditors as are

assigned from time to time to audit the affairs of the county officials of
Pinellas County Florida

As aforesaid two 2 members of the Board of Juvenile Welfare

shall be designated by the board to sign checks for the withdrawal of the

funds of the board and the payment of the board
s obligation

The two 2

members who sign the board
s checks shall each give bond in the sum of one

thousand dollars 00
000 which bond shall be conditioned that the said
1
0
members will faithfully discharge the duties of their office

No other

member of the board shall be required to give bond or other security

Section 4 of Chapter 26356 and Chapter 25500 and Section 3 of
Chapter 24826
Section 4

All laws or parts of laws in conflict herewith are

hereby repealed

Section 4
Section 5

This act shall become a law i
anediately upon its

passage and approval by the Governor or its becoming a law without such
approval

ME

STATUTE CHAPTER

571738

Pertaining to Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes in Pinellas County

AN ACT TO REKAL CHAPTER 27817 SENATE BILL 602 LAWS OF
FLORIDA SPECIAL ACTS OF 1951 AND TO PROTECT THE PHYSICAL
AND MORAL WELFARE OF CHILDREN AWAY FROM THEIR PARENTS OR
GUARDIANS AND TO REGULATE THE CARE OF SUCH CHILDREN BY

PRIVATE PERSONS AND INSTITUTIONS IN CONNECTION TI
iERa ITH
CREATING A LICENSING BOARD FOR PINELLAS COUNTY THE MEMBERS
OF USICH SHALL BE THE PINELLAS COUNTY COr OF THE
FLORIDA CHILDREN
S COMHISSION AS SPECIFIED IN FLORIDA

STATUTES OF 1947 CHAPTER 417 SECTION 3 COUNTY COMMITTEES
SHALL INCLUDE THE JUDGE OF THE JUVENILE COURT OR THE COUNTY
JUDGE IN COUNTIES HAVING NO JUVZNILE COURT JUDGE A MEMBER
OF THE DISTRICT IVELFARE BOARD A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF
COUNTY CON11ISSIONi
RS THE COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT OR A
MEMBER OF THE COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD AND THE DIRECTOR OF THE
COUNTY 0 ALTH UNIT WHERE ONE EXISTS AND FURTHER PROVIDING
POWERS FOR THIS BOARD TO PRESCRIBE ESTABLISH AND ADMINISTER
REASONABLE MINIMUM STANDARDS RULES AND REGULATITONS RELATIVE
TO DEFINITIONS QUALIFICATIONS SUPERVISION RECORDS MAXI
MUM CAPACITY BASIC QUALITY OF CHILD CARE AND EDUCATION

SAFETY FACTORS HEALTH SANITATION PHYSICAL PLANT AND THE
STAFFS THEREOF PROVISION FOR REGULAR MEETINGS AND METHOD OF
ADOPTING RULES AND REGULATIONS AND PRESCRIBING RECORD AND
LICENSE FORMS PROVIDING FOR THE GRANTING OF PERMITS

LICENSES FOR THE OPERATION OF SUCH DAY NURSERIES AND
FOSTER BOARDING HONES THE INSPCCTION OF SUCH NURSERIES AND
HOMES AND THE REVOCATION OF SUCH PERMITS FOR FAILURE TO MAIN

TAIN THE STANDARDS RULES AND REGULATIONS HEREIN PROVIDED

ANDOR PRESCRIBED BY THE BOARD

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Section 1

CREATE A BOARD

That there is hereby created in Pinellas County a Board to protect

the physical and moral welfare of children known as the Pinellas County
License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes and consisting
of the Pinellas County Committee of the

Florida Children
s Commission as

specified in Florida Statutes of 1947 Chapter 417 Section 3

County

Committees shall include the Judge of the Juvenile Court or the County

Judge in counties having no Juvenile Court Judge a member of the Dis
trict Welfare Board a member of the Board of County Commissioners the
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County School Superintendent or a member of the County School Board and the
Director of the County Health Unit where one exists

The other members

shall be selected because of their interest in the needs of children their
effectiveness in promoting child welfare within the County and their
knowledge of local conditions

The Director of the Pinellas County Health

Department shall be the Chairman and administrative officer of the Pinellas

County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes

Section 2

POWERS OF BOARD

The Pinellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Board

ing Homes shall have the powers and duties to prescribe establish and ad
minister reasonable minimum standards rules and regulations for care of

children under 17 years of age being cared for away from their own parents
or guardian by any person firm organization corporation association or
society operating or conducting a home nursery institution or similar

enterprise for the care of children these minimum standards rules and

regulations relative to definitions determining number and qualifications
of personnel supervision records maximum capacity basic quality of child

care andor education safety factors health sanitation physical plant
and the staffs thereof providing for the granting of andor renewing of
permits licenses for the operation of such Day Nurseries and Foster
Boarding domes the inspection of such nurseries and homes and the revoca

tion of such permits for failure to maintain the standards rules andor
regulations herein provided andor prescribed by the

Section 3

Board

MEETINGS ADOPTION OF RULES AND REGULATIONS

The Pinellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster

Boarding Homes sha11 hold quarterly meetings on the first Monday in
52

January April July and October except when these are legal holidays and
such other meetings as may be celled by the Chairman of the Board

Rules

and regulations record and license forms for the purpose of establishing
reasonable minimum standards shall be adopted at a regular meeting of the

full Board or a quorum thereof and copies shall be furnished to all persons
entitled to them

Section 4

PERSON OR AGENCY INVOLVED HOW LICENSED

No person other than relative or a person who is considering the

adoption of a child in the manner provided for by law and no institution
firm organization corporation association
or society may receive any

child under 17 years of age for boarding or custody away from the parent or
guardian of said child and no person firm organization corporation asso
ciation or society shall operate any bcarding house nursery institution or

similar enterprise for the care of children away from their own parents or
guardians unless such a person firm organization corporation association

or society shall have first procured a license from the Pinellas County Li

cense Board for Lay Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes empowering or author
izing such person firm organization corporation association or society
to care for receive or board a child or children

Application for a license

0

shall be made on blanks provided by said Board

The application must also

be approved by the Pinellas County Board of Health after inspection of health
and sanitary conditions

A copy of the License so issued which shall be

provided by said Pinellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster
Boarding Homes shall be on the approved form established by the said

Pinellas County License Board and shall be kept readily available fiy the
Licensee

Such license shall be valid for not more than one year after date

of issue but
may be renewed or extended as provided for by the rules of the
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Pinellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes

Every person firm organization corporation association or society li
censed by the Board shall keep such records and make such reports as may
be prescribed by said Board

Section 5

CONFLICTS XCEPTIONS

All laws or parts of laws in conflict with this Act are hereby
repealed

These provisions are not intended to revoke modify or change

any power or duties of the State Welfare Board

Provisions hereof shall be

deemed cumulative nor shall the provisions hereof have any application to
any school college or other institution now or hereafter subject to regula
tion by any governmental agency

Section 6

REVOCATION FAILURE TO COPITLY

Any such license may be revoked for violation of standards rules

regulations as herein set forth by order of the said Pinellas County Li
cense Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes after a hearing for
which ten days notice shall be given and at which hearing the Board shall
receive evidence for and against the Licensee

Any such order if not com

plied with within a reasonable time then after reasonable notice the Pi
nellas County License Board for Day Nurseries and Foster Boarding Homes

shall in its discretion apply to a Court of Equity having jurisdiction
over the institution and such Court of Equity shall hear and determine the

case De Novo and shall grant such relief mandatory
or injunctive as the
case may require

Section 7

INVALIDATION OF PORTION

The invalidity
of any rule or regulation adopted as herein provided
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shall not invalidate and affect any other rule or regulation similarly
adopted hereunder and the invalidity of any portion of this act shall not
affect the validity of the remainder thereof

Section 8

REPEAT OF CHAPTER 27817 SENATE BILL 602 OF
FLORIDA SPECIAL ACTS OF 1951

Chapter 27817 Senate Bill 602 of Florida Special Acts of 1951 is
hereby repealed

Section 9

EFFECTIVE DATE

This Act shall become a law immediately upon its passage and ap

proval by the governor or its becoming a law without such approval

Became a law without governor
s approval
on June 5 1957
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